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Rapid progress in information technology, the increasing demand for software 
information technology products, software products sell more dependent on the 
layout of the whole product sales channels, support and motivation. How to do the 
coordination and management of dealers, to ensure that the value of the whole 
channel contribution, stability, loyalty, etc., all need our sense of the value of the 
channel for careful analysis and research.  
In this paper, the domestic management software giant, kingdee channel 
management model as an example, discussed in kingdeesoftware company in the 
management of channel gain and loss, several key research respectively analyzed the 
channel management key link, what kind of channel layout policy suitable for 
software companies? What kind of channel support system can better help the agent? 
What kind of incentives can better mobilize agents to speed up product sales 
progress?  
Software products and traditional products in product structure, product sales 
model, the differences in all angles such as the method of payment, so for software 
enterprises in the channel management also is different from the traditional channel 
management. In channel management software enterprises pay more attention to 
long-term returns, brand value, keep perinatal partnership with dealers. This paper 
expounds how to effective marketing channel management and coordination, thus to 
guarantee the normal sales of products at the same time, makes the channel dealers at 
all levels to achieve the steady development, improve the channel dealer's loyalty, to 
keep the product's market share. In this paper, through the marketing channel of 
kingdee channels of channel layout, motivation, channels, channel value several 
point of marketing channel management comprehensive analysis, draw lessons from 
kingdee of successful experience in the management of marketing channel and the 















operation of the channel model, through the channels Inverse reconstruction method, 
firstly, andthenmake more software enterprises in the promotion channels can be 
done in the process of sprinting, rapid integration, rapid gains.  
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第二节  研究内容和方法 
一 研究内容 
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